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CONTEXT



• International interdisciplinary think-out-of-the-box scientific congress
with the objective to come up with creative solutions. Sit back and relax.
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Digital Culture: several challenges
Culture is an essential part of our society. However, its digital future faces many challenges
(selection): How do we define culture and the materiality of the object in the digital age? How to
ensure cultural diversity in the age of globalization? What is the public’s relationship to art when it
is not produced by humans?
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AI-generated image titled ‘Pseudomnesia: The Electrician’, Boris Eldagsen’s AI music “Heart on my sleeve“



Value distribution
How to ensure a fair value distribution when everything tends to be free, or when there is
unequal distribution between intermediaries and creators (“value gap“)? How can we make the
best use of technologies (e.g. new financing and governance models, such as with web3)?
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• What role of intermediaries (e.g. AI or streaming platforms displaying “heart on my sleeve“
or providing the training data)? (see group 1)

• What role of public in the creation and value chain (e.g. when the public co-create or is a
source of data)? (see group 2)?

• What potential ofWeb3 (e.g. with token-enabled playlist)? (see group 3)

• What role of copyright organizations in the value chain (e.g. to manage usage data or
extending to NFTs, or the token associated with the playlist)? (see group 4)

New approaches & solutions
Multidisciplinary and innovative approach (see ILO, WIPO, EU)

Examples: taxation & levy systems, data management, sector specific regul. (Lex Netflix/Spotify)?
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